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Justin's smirk froze when he saw the dramatic change in Duke's attitude. Duke was smiling. 'What is 

happening? Shouldn't Duke teach Leena a lesson? Why did he suddenly switch his expression to a smile? 

That's quite unexpected.' Justin thought to himself. 

 

Meanwhile, Edward and Rain were quite calm about Duke's sudden transformation. They knew that 

Duke yielded to Leena every time. That was Duke----his bark was worse than his bite. 

 

"That's all, uncle Duke? aren't you going to punish Leena with 50 push-ups?" Justin lost his composure. 

After all, he had tipped off Duke to see Leena get punished. But it was a totally different picture now. 

 

"Why are you concerned with this? Go fly a kite." Leena stared at Justin who was stirring up trouble. She 

started wondering why Justin was so displeased with her and why did he want to see her get scolded so 

badly. 

 

"Of course I am concerned with this. I am an impressionable child, if I see Leena get away without any 

consequences I will follow suit. Therefore, uncle Duke, you can't spare Leena, or one day she would 

cause bigger problems." 

 

Justin said earnestly, his face exhibiting the coolness and poise inconsistent with his age. He gazed at 

Duke with his innocent eyes, trying to persuade him to punish Leena. 

 

"LOL." Rain giggled at Justin's words. He was looking forward to seeing how Duke would deal with this 

problem. 

 

At the same time, Edward restrained his smile and looked at Justin with appreciation. He had never 

thought that Justin would be the curse of Leena's life. He wondered who between the two will be 

defeated in the end. 

 

and, before Duke voiced his thoughts, they ran upstairs. She was eager to 

 

At first, he saw the scuffle between Daisy and Belinda, now the strife between Leena and Justin. He 

 

unannounced?" Edward elegantly sat down on the sofa. Meanwhile, 

 

you know we are coming? Justin invited us. Didn't you ask him to do so?" Duke looked at Edward 

confusedly. He received Justin's call early in the morning. Justin had asked him to visit their house and 

pick up 

 

was at his place. It turned out to be Justin. He shouldn't have done it so evidently. If Leena found out 

that Justin ratted her out, things would 

 

show." Rain laughed joyfully. It was quite a show indeed. Duke and 



 

Edward didn't 

 

show for sure. We have been watching it from the moment we stepped out of the 

 

you have forgotten about Annie now?" Edward never yielded. 

 

Hate you." Rain flicked the dust on his cuff. 

 

you bring up Annie?" Duke had been too busy winning over Belinda to notice that Annie had arrived in S 

City. 

 

but she never called." Edward 


